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“We are glad to 
be able to 

announce the 
President is much 

better today.”

29 November, 1863



smallpox

• an acute contagious 
disease

• characteristic rash

• fatality up to 30%

• variola virus

• transmission through 
contact and droplets



smallpox
> 300 million died in 20th

century alone



chronology
world health assembly (WHA) adopted a 
resolution to eradicate smallpox, 1958

• intensified eradication campaign 
began since 1967

• last known “natural” case, 1977

• certified by the Global Commission in 
December, 1979

smallpox eradication declared, 1980

• estimated cost: $112 million (WHO)    
> $200 million (endemic countries)

• over $1 billion being saved annually in 
global health expenditure



what makes smallpox eradication 
possible?

• no animal reservoir

• no latent/persistent infection

• easily recognisable

• effective vaccine against all strains

• envelope and capsid protein highly conserved



the last case of smallpox, 1978

• Somalia?  Bangladesh?

• Birmingham, UK

• fatal laboratory acquired 
infection, despite being 
vaccinated in 1966

• the virus further transmitted to 
the lab photographer’s mother

• most likely spread from the 
smallpox laboratory through ill-
fitting service ducts

• the mode of transmission yet to 
be unequivocally delineated



• “the lab's containment had been judged 
unsatisfactory” strongly recommended either upgrading 
or closure at the earliest possible date

• similar outbreak of smallpox (variola minor) in 1966 which 
affected 73 people with one death in Birmingham
• lab photographer exactly in the same position affected

• casual visits while the work in progress in London, 1973
• an unvaccinated technician developed smallpox
• passed the infection to others, leading to first fatalities in 

Britain in over a decade
• some 600 laboratories worldwide that had dealt with variola 

virus in the 25 years preceding the smallpox eradication

alarm unheeded and lessons unlearnt



number of laboratories retaining 
variola virus
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Buletin of the World Health Organization, 65 (4): 425-434 (1987)



WHO inspection visits

1978 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

Atlanta, USA + + + + +
Frederick, USA + T
Bilthoven, NL + T
London, UK + T
Porton Down, UK + + T
Birmingham, UK + D
Moscow, USSR + + + +
Sandringham, SA + + + + D

T = stock transferredD = stock destroyed+ = inspection visit
Buletin of the World Health Organization, 65 (4): 425-434 (1987)



post eradication issues

• collect, catalogue and centralise the virus

• destruction of variola virus stocks

• biosafety concerns

• intentional release and virus engineering
• global population growingly more susceptible
• basic reproduction number R0: 3 - 7 or even higher?
• difficulties in diagnosing smallpox

• delaying public health interventions



WHO endeavours

• WHO ad hoc committee on orthopoxvirus infections
• to assess progress and current activities of the post-

eradication programme since 1986
• in 1990, recommended to destroy the virus by 1993
• destruction of the stocks did not take place

• following the expression of public health and research 
concerns

• In 1996, the World Health Assembly adopted resolution 
WHA49.10
• recommending that destruction should take place on 

30 June 1999



further debate on WHA49.10

• in 1998, a survey of the positions of WHO Member 
States conducted
• of the 79 respondents, 74 were in favour of destruction 

and one country against

• destruction postponed recurrently

• WHA reaffirmed destruction repeatedly

• WHO authorisation needed for any work with live 
virus
• no genetic engineering permitted
• cannot possess more than 20% of genome



• first met in 1999 to oversee and review the 
research annually
• WHO-approved research proposals
• sequencing
• laboratory diagnostic tests
• animal models
• vaccines
• antiviral agents and therapeutics
• regulatory issues

WHO Advisory Committee on Variola 
Virus Research (ACVVR)



destruction process: main debates
• WHO Advisory Group of Independent Experts 

(AGIES) created to undertake a major review in 2010
• the state of smallpox research
• additional research needed for public health purposes

AGIES ACVVR
1. laboratory diagnostics  

2. variola genomics  

3. animal models and pathogenesis  ?
4. smallpox vaccines  

5. antiviral drug development  ?

Synthetic biology technology: consultation ongoing



WHO biosafety inspection

• biennial inspection mandated to WHO
• as per WHA 60.1 (2007) resolution:
• in order to ensure that conditions of storage of the 

virus and of research conducted in the laboratories 
meet the highest requirements for biosafety 
and biosecurity

• inspection mission-reports available for public 
information
• after appropriate scientific and security redaction



inspection approach

• international team of experts led by WHO
• cover all indispensable expertise complementarily

• e.g. facility/engineering control, biological risk 
management, animal health/experiment, regulatory 
inspection, poxvirus viology

• in order to ensure that conditions of storage of the virus 
and of research conducted in the laboratories meet the 
highest requirements for biosafety and biosecurity

• attendance of observers from the other repository
• for better transparency, accountability and mutual 

understanding



“Smallpox is dead”

–World Health, May 1980


